PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE LANGUAGE AND
MYTHOLOGY OF THE UPPER CHINOOK'
By EDWARD SAPIR

In the summer of 1905 I was commissioned by t

American Ethnology to continue, the study of Chinoo
tics and, incidentally, mythology, which had been beg

years ago by Professor Boas, and the results of wh
published, have appeared in "Chinook Texts" and
texts," both bulletins of the Bureau, and in Dr Swa

phology of the Chinook Verb " and Professor Boas' " N
Chinook Vocabulary," both of which articles appear in
can Anthropologist.2 This published material deals wit
of the Chinookan family spoken at or near the mouth
river. It was therefore desirable, in order to gain a so
comprehensive idea of the peculiarities of Chinookan
devote study to the extreme eastern dialects.
The dialect or language to which the following n
that spoken by the Indians formerly living on the no
of Columbia river, roughly speaking, from White Sal

the Long Narrows. These Indians, who are now on
reservation, Washington, called themselves itdxluit
sing. of which (itcxluit, ' I am an I1a'xluit') is in al
the " Echeloot" of Lewis and Clark. They are know
Yakima and Klikitat neighbors (tribes of the Sahap

Wiucxam, which, in its anglicized form of Wishram, o
their common apellation to-day. The language spoken
to all intents and purposes, the same as that of the W

other side of the river and of the White Salmon and

1 Read before the American Anthropological Association at Ithaca
cember, 1905. Published by permission of the Bureau of American E
2Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletins 20 and 26.- American
N. S., II, 1900, pp. 199-237, and vI, 1904, pp. 118-147. The phonetic
in these works is used in this article. See either Bulletin for the key.
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River Indians farther down the stream. More prominent dialectic
differences appear when we get as far down as the cascades; th
dialect of this locality may be considered transitional between the
Wishram and the Clackamas of the Willamette region.

Viewing the Chinookan dialects as a whole, we find that the

same general morphological characteristics apply to both Upper and
Lower Chinook. In both groups we have the concept of the word
as distinct from the sentence clearly developed.' Pronominal incorporation of subject, object, and indirect object in the verb; a some

what elaborate apparatus of pronominal elements and pronoun
(including the dual and an inclusive and exclusive in the first

person dual and plural); a peculiar method of expressing the possessive pronouns (these are prefixed elements related to the pronoun subjects of transitive verbs) ; a characteristic use in many cases
of invariable particles accompanied by auxiliary verbs instead of the

use of verb-stems to express the main idea (as though one were to

say in English: "He made the bell ding-dong " instead of "he
rang the bell"); a general tendency toward onomatopoesis; the

extraordinary phonetic weakness of many of the verb-stems (often

consisting of but a consonant or cluster of consonants); local or
adverbial prefixes and local and quasi-modal suffixes in the verb;

and a thoroughly developed system of grammatical sex-gender
(masculine, feminine, and neuter), both in the noun and in the
verb - all of these teatures are shared by both the upper and the
lower dialects.

The first important difference between the Wishram and Lower
Chinook is found to be in the phonetic systems of the two. Whereas
the lower dialects affect on the whole a surd articulation (with pre1 Such a word, for instance, as the Wishram gatctcxcgim, ' he took them away from

the two (women) ' (ga- - tense sign indicating remote past; -tc- - 3d sing. masc. subj.
of trans. verb; -t- - 3d pl. obj. of undefined gender; -c- = 3d dual indirect object of
undefined gender; -x- = reflexive element indicating that object, -t- is possessed by persons referred to by -c-, here most easily rendered by ' from '; -cg- - verb-stem or "Iroot "

meaning ' take '; -am - verbal suffix generally denoting ' arriving, coming or going to do
something,' but not quite transparent in its application to this verb) must be conceived of
as an indivisible unity in the same sense in.which a Latin form like c5nscripsi is an or-

ganic unit (not merely can + scrib + s + i as agglutinated elements intelligible per se) ;
none of the elements in the given verb-form has any sort of meaning outside of its particular place in such form. In other words, the word and sentence do not flow into one
another in Chinookan.
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dominance of p, t, and velar surd q over b, d, and velar sonant g), the
Wishram is prevailingly sonant in its use of stops. Thus, where the

Lower Chinook has o'pa, 'yellow-jacket,' and anto'tena,' I killed

them,' the Wishram has waba and indiidina. Moreover, the short u

and i of Wishram are generally represented in Lower Chinook by long

0 and e, as seen in the latter example cited. The peculiar voiceless
palatalized I (written L) of the Pacific coast appears in Wishram without the characteristic stop quality of the Lower Chinook; thus we

have Lower Chinook LOn 'three,' but Wishram tun. These phonetic
differences, together with a number of local phonetic changes that it

is not necessary to go into here,' would suffice to give the tw6
groups of dialects a marked acoustic difference. From internal
evidence I am very strongly inclined to believe that the phonetics of
Wishram represents better than that of the lower dialects the orig-

inal condition of Chinookan. Inasmuch as the phonetics of Lower
Chinook is closely allied to that of the neighboring Coast Salish
(such as the Tillamook and Chehalis), the interesting possibility presents itself that the Chinookan tribes were formerly all located east

of the Coast range and that some of them, proceeding down the
river in their well-built canoes, came to the Pacific coast and there

assimilated the phonetic system of their new neighbors. This,
however, is confessedly mere speculation, and needs confirmatory
evidence.2

Leaving aside these phonetic differences, perhaps the most strik
ing morphologic difference is in the treatment of the demonstrative

pronouns. Both the upper and lower dialects possess different
forms for the various relations of near the speaker, near the person
1 Characteristic Coast features found in Lower Chinook but not in Wishram are be-

sides : the presence of the voiceless palatal spirant x* as in German ich (Wishram employs
instead a voiceless palatal spirant x pronounced far forward, yet quite distinct acoustically
from x-, which to Wishram ears sounds like c); and the difficulty of distinguishing between m and b and also n and d, a characteristic Coast Salish phonetic feature.
2 Such a movement of the Chinook down the river would satisfactorily explain also the
severed position of the Salish Tillamook, in Oregon, who are separated from the linguistic-

ally related Chehalis only by Chinookan tribes. Even though all the Salish tribes be of
interior provenience, as generally believed, their occupancy of the Pacific coast, including
the region directly north and south of the Columbia, may have long antedated the coming

to the coast of the Chinook. See A. B. Lewis, " Tribes of the Columbia Valley and the
Coast of Washington and Oregon," Memoirs oftthe American Anthropological Association, 90o6, I, pt. 2, p. I98.
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addressed, and near the person spoken of, and both distinguish the
three numbers and the three genders of the singular in the demonstrative. Whereas, however, the Lower Chinook further distinguishes between visibility and invisibility of the person or object, no
such difference could be observed in the use of the demonstratives

in Wishram. Moreover, the principle of formation of the demonstratives is, in detail, quite dissimilar in the two groups. In Lower
Chinook the demonstrative is built up of three exceedingly weak
phonetic elements: a consonant expressing visibility or invisibility,
a vowel or consonant denoting the number and gender of the person
or object referred to, and a consonant or two vowels defining the
demonstrative relation. In Wishram the principle of formation is
simpler; each demonstrative form is built up of two agglutinated

syllables, one of which is the short form of a 3d pers. pronoun
(defining both gender and number), and the other a characteristic
element indicating the demonstrative relation. Speaking generally,
the demonstratives in Wishram seem to stand in much closer rela-

tion to the personal pronouns than they do in the lower dialects.1

Reference was made above to the general tendency towar
onomatopoesis in the Chinookan dialects. The impression whi

Professor Boas had obtained of such a character in his study of t
lower dialects was in every way confirmed by my own study of t

Wishram. The frequent rhetorical lengthening or shortening

vowels and consonants, the duplication or quintuplication of imitative elements, and the frequent use of onomatopoetic particles

1 For convenience of comparison the demonstratives of both Lower Chinook an
Wishram are tabulated below. Those in parentheses are the Chinook correspondents
the Wishram forms immediately above:
Masc.

Fem.

Neuter

Dual

Plural

Near Ist Person f dduya ddua ddula dducda dduda

hic ( x-ik) (x'ak) (x'-iLik) (x-ictik)
( (xiau)f (x'au)
(x'ILa)
(x'icta)
Neariste
3d Person
ydxia axia
Idxia
cddxia(x-?ta)
ddxia
ille
w (x'ix') (x-aX) (x*OLa) (x'acta)
Shortened
ProNear 2d Person ydxdau dxdau Mixdau cdidxdau dcdxdau I

nounsinWish- ya(x) a(x) &a(x) cda(x) da (x)

ram

The Lower Chinook forms here given are those implying visibili

ing demonstratives used to refer to invisible objects are obtained by
x--toq-.
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lieu of verb-stems are not the only phenomena which illustrate t

onomatopoetic tendency. Most characteristic of Wishram, and pro
ably of the other Chinookan dialects also, is the employment of
series of changes in the manner and, to some extent, in the place
articulation of the various consonants, in order to express diminu

and augmentation. This singular rhetorico-grammatical proc
works in such a way that all surd and sonant stopped consonants
come exploded consonants (better known as " fortis ") to express

diminutive idea (i. e. b and p become p!, d and t become t!, g an

k become k!), while all surd and exploded consonants becom

sonant to express the augmentative (i. e. p and p! become b, t an

t! become d, k and k! become g, q and q! become g); in t

case of the velar consonants a possible change to the "fortis
denote the diminutive is attended also by a more forward, i
palatal, articulation (i. e. g and q become, not q!, but k!). Mo

over, the sibilant consonants c, tc, and tc! on the one hand, and
ts, and ts! on the other, are related to each other as augmentati
and diminutive consonants, while dj may sometimes, though rare

be employed as the augmentative grade of tc and ts (e. g., idj
djik 'big wagon,' from itsiktsik 'wagon.' The guttural spira
x becomes x in the diminutive form. Subjoined are a few ill
trations for the purpose of making the process more easily und
stood. The normal word in Wishram for 'hip-joints' is ck!dlk

The diminutive of this word is sk!dlkal, in which, it will be notic
the c of the first word has been changed to s in consonance wit

our rule. The word sk!ldkal would be appropriately used

designate a baby's hip-joints, for instance. On the other hand th

augmentative would require a change of the fortis k! to a sonan

- hence cgcilkal is used to denote 'big hip-joints,' as of a gian
Similarly, while aq!6xt with velar fortis (q!) is the normal w
for 'knee,' ak!/zxt with palatal fortis (k!) and guttural spir

pronounced farther front (x) is the diminutive, and agoxzwith son

velar (g) the augmentative. Not infrequently there is a slig
change of meaning accompanying the phonetic change. Thu

while itc!V'n3n (masc.) denotes 'eagle,' ilts!'n3n (neut.) w

diminutive consonantism means ' bird'; ik!/lamat denotes ' stone

but zig~lamat with augmentative consonantism means ' rock
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must not be supposed that this characteristic consonant-gradation
is confined to the noun; it is found just as well in every other part
of speech. An example of its use in the verb will serve to give an

idea of its rhetorical possibilities. Inzgltcim is the normal word
for 'I struck him with it.' If the verb-stem -tcim appears, with
diminutive consonantism, as -tsim, it implies that the person struck

is small; if the verbal prefix -gEl-, which implies in this case
intent to hit, is pronounced -k!El-, the implication is that the
missile used is a small one. Hence we have four forms: inigiltcim
' I hit him with it,' inigt/ltsim ' I hit him (a child perhaps) with it,'
inik!Altcim ' I hit him with it (something small),' and inik!lItsim
'I hit him (a child) with it (something small).' It would seem then
necessary, so far as Chinookan grammar is concerned, to allow as a

regular grammatical process, alongside of reduplication, vowel
change or " ablaut," and pre-, in-, and suffixation, a fourth process

- consonant-gradation or " ablaut."
Turning again to morphology, there was one feature which was

well calculated to arouse a certain degree of surprise. The work
which had been done on Lower Chinook disclosed a paucity of
tenses that is, on the whole, quite in accordance with the general

morphologic character of many American linguistic stocks. In
Wishram, however, I found that it was necessary to distinguish
carefully six tenses: ist, a tense characterized by the prefix ga(before consonants) or gal- (before vowels) in certain cases optionally by the prefixed consonant n-), which refers to time long past,
say more than one year ago, and which is used regularly in the recital of myths; 2d, a tense characterized by the prefix ni- (before
consonants) or nig- (before vowels), used to refer somewhat indefi-

nitely to time past and which is used in speaking of events that
happened say less than a year ago, yet more than a couple of days;
3d, a tense characterized by prefixed na- (before consonants) or nal(before vowels) and suffixed -a, which seems to refer to recent time

exclusive of to-day, more specifically to yesterday; 4th, a tense
characterized by prefixed i- (before consonants) or ig- (before
vowels), which refers to an action already performed to-day; 5th,
a tense characterized normally by suffixed -t, referring to an action
now going on but, as it seems, with the implication of its soon being
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completed; and 6th, a future tense, normally characterized by p

fixed a- (before consonants) or al- (before vowels) and suffixed
Besides this series of six positively characterized tenses, I sh
not omit to mention that some verbs, when referring to prese

time, are morphologically tenseless, and seem to form their imm
ate past tense by a verbal prefix -t- which ordinarily denotes act

toward the speaker.2
In this connection I may also mention a group of verb-form

which are characterized by the consonant / (assimilated in n

surroundings to n) suffixed or infixed to the verb-stem, someti

by -lal (or -nan) suffixed to the verb-stem. These forms den
frequentative or continuative action and, as a rule, do not allow

verb to be further characterized by a tense element. They
then, from a certain point of view, be considered as formi

seventh tense - the present tense with no implication of compl
tion.3 The most interesting point about these /-frequentatives
1 ExamplesTENSE : ga-FORM ni-FORM na-FORM

r gayuya niyiya

' lie went'

galfya nigya nalfiya

S'she went'

gatcigtlkEl nitcigitkEl natcigPlgEla

'he saw him'

galixux nigixatx nalixfixwa

'he became'

gacgnfix nicgnatx nacgnifxwa

'they two did to me'

i-FoRM PRES. t-FORM FUT. a-FORM

iyliya yit5 ay

i,& dflit alfya
itcigtlkEl (tssik!Elutkt) atcigtlgEla
'he looks at him'

zgixux alixfixwa
icgnulx cgnuxt acgnf6xwa

2 Thus zxt (= a +u + xt) means 'she is seated,' but 'sh
by dtxt, in which the prefix -u- has been changed to -t-

izgwat 'they fly (away from me) ' and ?tgat 'they fly towa
Such frequentative forms are :
WITH TENSB-SIGN FREQUENTATIVE

gatkshnbnaLx tksanbnantx
'they jumped in the water' 'they keep jumping in the water'
(verb-stem bna-)
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that certain verb-stems apparently infix the I or n.
word 'look,' e. g., were also a Wishram verb-stem,
it' would be itcizuook, but ' he keeps looking at it' w

be tcizuloolk.1 I pass over many other verbal peculia

the distributive suffix -yu (alxk!waya 'we shall
alxk!wcyuwa 'we shall go each to his own home')
suffix -ix (itciidxum 'he ate it up,' but yutxzimix 'it

mention the considerable difficulty experienced in analy

apart from its syntactic elements which are transpare

The pronominal elements prefixed to the noun (ev
either masculine singular, feminine singular, neuter

or plural) are in Lower Chinook identical with th

object elements incorporated into the transitive verb,

feminine singular, which in the noun shows 0- (from
as compared with -a- in the verb. In Wishram, howe
has prefixed a pronominal element differing from th
element in the verb by an initial w- (masc. and fem.) or

and plural). The following table shows the correspon
NOUN IN WISHRAM NOUN IN CHINOOK OBJ. IN

WISHRAM VERB

masc.

fem.

wi-,

i-

wa-,

neut.

a-

it-

i-

-i-

0-

-a-

z-

-1-

dual ic-, (is-) c-, (s-) -c-, (-s-)
pl.

id-

t-

-d-

gatsslibEna tssubEnanatn
'he jumped' 'he keeps jumping'

gatccinq!w6'tgunaba tccinq!w68'knnanp?

'he grasped him with his claws' 'he scratches him'

gakdi6gwiptck kd6gwilptck

'she gathered driftwood' 'she keeps gathering driftwood
gayi kwa yugwilal
'he

1

flew'

Some

'he

flies

examples

about'

of

this

phenomenon

WITH TENSE-SIGN FREQUENTATIVE

galixpcut ixpcilit

'he hid himself' 'he is hiding himself'

gatciucit tciucial

'he used it' 'he keeps using it'
ksink !itkt ksink !idElk

'she looks at me' 'she keeps looking at me'
(verb-stem tk-
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The choice between wi- wa- and i- a- in Wishram is dependen

chiefly upon considerations of syllabic length: wilx 'land' (

Chinook ile'e), but zignuk ' beaver'; wdmal ' marrow' (cf. Chinoo
0'mala), but agagilak ' woman.'
It had been hoped that some light would be thrown on t
derivative elements of the noun, but it cannot be claimed that
desirable success was attained in this direction. Perhaps the mos

transparent derivative elements that were found are the suffixes
and -mat. The former of these seems to denote a group, particu

larly a grove of trees. Thus the word ilibum 'apple ' (borrow

of course, from the French la pomme) forms the derivative no

ilibimdElit 'orchard.' The suffix -mat is perhaps best defined
denoting 'something used for so and so.' For instance, isqx

denotes ' the eyes,' isqxzismat means ' something for the eyes,' i.
spectacles.' An interesting group of nouns is formed by descripti

verb phrases, such nouns being in effect pure verb forms.
loon, e. g., is described as 'he shouts along the river' (tci-ilzi

wimal), and 'telescope' is rendered by 'people keep looki

through it' (qgxgilgElim).
The most puzzling linguistic phenomenon found in Wishram
because it is at complete variance with what we have in the low
dialects, is the use of a certain number of loosely taggedon postp
tions, in some cases optionally prepositions. We have a suffix -b
denoting ' in' or 'at,' a suffix -iamt meaning either 'towards,
'from,' a suffixed or prefixed element bdma meaning'for,' the po
or pre-positions dmEni and EnEgi meaning 'with' or 'made out o
and an element -b't, meaning ' when,' suffixed to verb forms.2 T

1 Further examples of this suffix are: igictxmat ' load' (from verb-stem -ctx

carry on one's back') ; itk!icilmat 'tools' (verb-stem -ciW 'to use ') ; ak!ixwdca
'plane' (verb-stem -xwac ' to plane').

2 'The following examples illustrate the use of these elements with nouns, pronou

and verbs :

ba: wimalba 'in the river; dduyaba wiAlX 'in this country' (lit. 'this-in
country ') ; gatcig.lkElba ' where he saw him' (gatcigPlkEl' he saw him').
iamt: wimalidmt ' to or from the river '; imigcil naikdyamt ' you are bigger than I '
(lit. 'your bigness [is] me-from, compared with me') ; ctpXiamd agcdax ' to where she
goes out towards [us] (atpX ' she goes out towards'), the sun,' i. e. ' east.'
b'ma .: cdn bama 'for whom ?' ; Mtlmul bama ' from, belonging to Fort Simcoe.'
cmEni. igdbEnac amEni ' made out of young oak.'

E'nEgi(ngi): aq!!'wiqxi ngi ' with a knife.'
bEt. gayt'vabEt 'when he went'; nk!dackacbEt 'when I was a child.' In length-

ened form bd't it means ' as soon as' : gayuyabd't ' as soon as he went.'
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extent of pronominal incorporation of indirect obje
of local or relational prefixes in the verb are such in

dialects that the employment of these local tags

inclined to call them " cases," if they had less indiv
quite unnecessary. It is of considerable theoretic imp
fore, to note that the neighboring Sahaptian dialects,
to the Klamath, make an extended use of such case-

would then have here a good example of the gramma
lexical, influence that dialects of one linguistic stoc

geographically contiguous dialects of a fundamentally
In conclusion a few words may be devoted to the m

the Upper Chinook. I have not as yet enough text

present a really complete description of the mythol
and elements present in the tales of the Wishram, bu
main points seem patent enough. As in other Indian
it is believed that there was a time antedating the pr

animals walked about as men, though having appr

same mental and, to a large extent, physical charact
At that time, when there were no Indians, properly s
country, but only anthropomorphic animals, many t
as they should be, and, in order to make the country
tion by the Indians destined to hold it, it was necessary

hero or transformer to rectify the weak points in
transformer is, as in the plateau regions to the east
There is a cycle of myths made up of local tales telli
traveled all the way up the Columbia river, transform
and instructing the people in the various arts of life
local tales is, if I am not mistaken, continued in unb

sion by the Sahaptian tribes living farther up the riv
have here a series of myths, belonging together yet d

a large number of different tribes. Some of the thin
does are: to stock the Columbia with fish that had b

from the rest of the world by two women; to transform

who entice wayfarers, into birds; to provide the

1Of the postpositive elements given above, three, bacma, AnEg
certainly of Sahaptin origin, probably also -ba (cf. Yakima -pa ' in').
entire absence in Lower Chinook.
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Cascades country with mouths that had formerly been lacking;
instruct men in the art of catching white salmon in basket traps

of spearing and steaming salmon; to put an end to the atrocities
the merman who swallows canoes with men and all, and of the dr
woman, At!at!f1ia, who steals children and roasts them on an

island still pointed out at the Long Narrows; and so on. In all
this Coyote is distinctly the benefactor of mankind, but at the same
time he is, as often elsewhere, conceived of as cunning, deceitful,

and gluttonous. In some stories, particularly in such as do not
belong to the cycle of Coyote as Transformer, he is an insufferable

marplot, as when he, contrary to Eagle's injunction, opens a box
containing the souls of his and Eagle's wife and son, thus bringing
death into the world. At the same time he is indescribably obscene ;
some of the deeds of this kind performed by the culture-hero of the

Tillamook, as communicated by Professor Boas, are also told by
the Wishram of him. Although Coyote is the main transformer, I

think it would be incorrect to speak of him as the hero of the
Wishram. This point comes out clearly when Coyote himself, in
one of the transformation myths, admits that he is no chief, that

title being reserved, among the animals, for the Eagle and the
Salmon. These two may, indeed, be considered the true heroes of
Wishram myth, their deeds being narrated with considerable sympathy and admiration. The Salmon, in particular, may be described
as the local hero of the Chinookan tribes, an elaborate salmon myth

being common to both the Lower Chinook and the Wishram. I

cannot say definitely whether Bluejay, who figures so prominently
as buffoon among the coast tribes, such as the Kathlamet and Quinaiult, occupies a corresponding position among the Wishram. So
far as the material collected is concerned, he is quite a subordinate

character, and I suspect that he is almost entirely superseded by
Coyote. The mischievous and spiteful elements of his character, as
of the Mink of more westerly and northerly regions, are embodied

also in the Weasel.

Besides the main type of myth - i. e. the Transformer or Culture-hero myth, one can discern also a species of nature myth that
is somewhat different in character. This type is represented, e. g.,

by the tale of the contest between the East Wind and the West
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Wind, in which the latter proves successful. Anothe

this type is the struggle of the five East Wind brothers wi

Thunder brothers, resulting in the death of all but one
which exception accounts for the existence of a certain

thunder to-day.

The single myth motives of Wishram mythology

probably most of them, found distributed over consid

elsewhere. Such well-known incidents as the magic
small amount of food, the blundering imitation of the

and death contest at gambling bones, the unsuccessful
destroy strangers in an overheated sweat-house, the ab

and later enrichment of a poor boy while his malt

starving - all these and many others are common prop
Northwest Pacific coast and regions to the east and sou

the setting in which they occur may vary indefini

whole, the chief interest of Wishram mythology.seems
transitional character between the mythologies of the

the plateau. Although it shares, as we have seen,

specifically Chinookan salmon myth with the Lower Ch
of the myth motives are not duplicated farther down

but are found in other regions, such as the plateaus

we observe that linguistic and cultural, more specifically

distribution areas are by no means necessarily congruen
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
BERKELEY.
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